
Coalition for the Energy 
Efficiency of Buildings 
Europe

Unlocking private capital to 
meet renovation targets



• Established in 2019 

• Independent, commercially 
focused organisation, 
backed by Government and 
led by finance professionals

• The UK’s principal interface 
between the public and 
private sectors on green 
finance

• Bring together global experts 
to identify and unlock 
barriers to deploying capital 
towards a net-zero economy

• Design, develop and launch 
portfolios of scalable 
financial solutions that 
accelerate sector-specific 
net-zero transitions

Our vision
A greener future made 
possible by finance

Our mission
To accelerate the transition to 
a clean, resilient and 
environmentally sustainable 
economy by channelling 
capital at pace and scale 
towards real-economy 
outcomes that will create jobs 
and increase prosperity for all.

About us

Channeling global finance 
into local solutions



UK Coalition for the Energy 
Efficiency of Buildings
• Established in 2019 to catalyse new markets for financing the 

decarbonisation of buildings and their construction, promote the 
enabling conditions for market growth, and deliver a scalable model 
for stimulating financial innovation

• Designed to identify the barriers to investment in net-zero homes, 
and actively develop the financial solutions and data tools needed 
to unlock these barriers and support widescale investment into 
greening the building stock

• Also provides a crucial bridge between the finance sector, business 
and government to ensure the latest thinking and experience is 
shared in a ‘community of best practice’

• Now we are turning our sights to Europe to work in partnership with 
others in Member States to crowd-in private funding to the 
renovation sector, by convening coalitions of property, finance, 
policy and supply chain experts to examine and develop the 
solutions to overcoming the barriers to investment

https://www.greenfinanceinstitute.co.uk/programmes/ceeb-europe/


Example of CEEB UK demonstration projects
The objective is to bring new products and services to market that help 
mobilise capital towards domestic renovation
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What does it do?
• A rental agreement that fairly distributes the energy bill 

savings between a landlord and tenant, if a private 
rented property is renovated. Initially focused on 
residential properties, this mechanism can be extended 
to commercial properties.

What is the objective?
• To launch a template Green Rental Agreement (GRA) 

and accompanying guidance documents. To pilot the 
GRA with major private-rented landlords in the UK.

Why is this important?
• On average, the private-rented sector is the least energy 

efficient and landlords have limited incentive to invest 
into renovation. The GRA overcomes the ‘landlord-tenant 
split incentive’ by offering a return on investment to the 
landlord and a meaningful bill reduction for tenants.

How will the CEEB support this project?
• Co-ordinating the development, delivery and comms 

strategy for the Green Rental Agreement template.

Green Rental Agreements



Cross-sectoral coalitions present an effective way to fill 
the renovation investment gap
• Each Coalition would identify country-specific 

barriers to renovation investment and bring to market 
innovative financial solutions to overcome them. 

• Formed from either an initial partnership between the 
GFI and a like-minded organisation, or an initial 
Advisory Board of key financial institutions along with 
the GFI, who would together engage potential 
Coalitions partners from across sectors.

• We are keen to open a dialogue with the organisations
to the right, who we see as being key financial 
institutions and/or leading exciting work in the 
Romanian sustainable finance and sustainable 
renovation space.

Financial institutions
• Alpha Bank
• BNP Paribas
• Revolut Bank
• Raiffeisen Bank
• Etc. 

Coalitions
• Romania Green Building 

Council
• Cluster pRo nZEB



Romania’s buildings account for about 42%
of its final energy consumption.

Investment gap: €12.8 to mobilise by 2030

€2.2 billion of Romania’s €29.2 billion 
Recovery and Resilience Plan has been 
allocated “Fund the Renovation Wave”. 

Financial mechanisms needed to channel 
investment at scale.

Romania

Renovation ambition



1. Focus on bringing products to market 
=> commercial opportunity for banks

•Within 12 months, CEEB UK, led by financial institutions, launched a 
portfolio of demonstrator projects, all of which are now being scaled up 
and rolled out in different areas of the country

•CEEB Romania will be similarly action-focused, progressing the 
conversation beyond analysis of current barriers to renovation 
investment, and onto designing solutions through financial innovation

2. Wide range of stakeholders and solutions
=> cross-sectoral collaboration
•With a finance-led cross-sectoral composition, CEEB Romania will 
connect with the whole value chain for buildings therefore helping to 
inform better innovation priorities and commercial decisions

•Collaboration accelerates new market development and enhances all 
participants’ opportunities

•This composition, in combination with a focus on addressing market 
barriers, results in a wide range of solutions. Demonstrator projects are 
not only financial products, but also legal initiatives and data enablers

•Policymakers are part of the conversation: CEEB UK was able to bring 
local and national government into the renovation discussion, to work 
through market barriers caused by current policy

3. Country-specific
=> respond to the needs of the end consumer

• Analysis of the market barriers to investment in renovation in Romania

Why CEEB Romania? 
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